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1      INTRODUCTION

It is well known that oscillating systems show resonance
phenomena potentially leading to resonance destruc-
tion. In Figure 1 a typical resonance behaviour is shown.
The applied torque Mo in the frequency regime is con-
stant. The sample torque amplitudes MS0 already pass a
maximum at frequency ws and the angle amplitudes
also pass a maximum at frequency wr < ws. As this fact
cannot be neglected for rheological oscillatory testing
some questions arise: What is resonance and how it
impacts rheological measurements? Can resonance be
predicted? Does resonance frequency depend upon the
measuring mode? How can resonance frequency be
shifted? Must resonance be avoided and if yes, how can
this be done? The theoretical discussion delivers meth-
ods to understand the frequency dependences of all
physical as well as rheological variables. If the constitu-
tive equation of the sample is known then the applied
exciting torque, the sample torque, the angle response
and all corresponding rheological variables can be cal-
culated. The knowledge of the mechanical variables is
necessary and sufficient to identify a resonance. The for-
malism is derived from the torque balance equation.
First it is discussed for constant applied torque and con-
stant sample parameters. Then the formalism is gener-
alized for any constitutive equation and any measuring

mode like controlled shear stress (CSS = CS), controlled
shear rate (CSR = CR), controlled shear deformation
(CSD = CD), direct strain oscillation (DSO), or TruStrain.
Finally the formalism is compared with CSS measure-
ments on an elastomer and CSS and TruStrain measure-
ments on PDMS. Thus the formalism allows simulation
of measurements for any samples. This contribution dis-
cusses in details the influencing factors on resonances
in different measuring modes and enlightens the role
of moment of inertia and other important parameters
in oscillatory measurements.

2     RHEOMETRIC MEASURING MODES

Rheometric measurements are divided into rotational
and oscillatory measurements. In rotational rheometry
two main modes are distinguished: The controlled
shear stress (CSS = CS) and the controlled shear rate
(CSR = CR) mode. In the first mode an applied torque is
pre-set and the resulting angular velocity is the re -
sponse. In the latter case the angular velocity is pre-set
and the torque has to be detected, which realises the
pre-set angular velocity. Provided we have a torque dri-
ven motor for instance a drag cup design or a syn chro -
nous motor or an electronically commutated drive. The
pre-setting of an angular velocity works as follows: A
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LAOS regime this no longer is valid [6]. Instead of real
numbers at different frequencies one can use a real
function of frequency. This can be utilized to calculate
the frequency dependent behavior of all torques and of
the angle response in CSS mode and CSD and DSO mode
as outlined in the next chapter.

                                           (A.25)

This enables the simulation of measurements in differ-
ent controlling modes including all mechanical vari-
ables.

A.4.1 Resonance at constant sample torque amplitude:
another CSS mode
To simulate CSS mode with constant pre-set MS,preset the
applied torque amplitude M0, the angle amplitude re -
sponse f0(w2), and the sample torque amplitudes
MS0(w2) are divided by the frequency dependent sample
amplitude function MS0(w2) and multiplied with the
constant pre-set amplitude MS,preset. Equation A.26
summarizes all conversions and Equation A.27 presents
the converted function for the applied torque ampli-
tudes and Equation A.28 the corresponding angle
amplitude responses.

(A.26)

 (A.27)

       (A.28)

The applied exciting torque (Equation A.26) becomes
frequency dependent as can be seen in Figure 2. The con-
stant M0 was divided by the function MS0(w2) which has
a maximum behavior at ws. That must produce a mini-
mum behavior in the corresponding exciting torque at
ws (Equation A.27). The first derivative of the exciting
torque at constant sample torque amplitude (Equation
A.29) delivers the negative difference of Equation A.22
and is set to zero. Of course, this gives the same reso-
nance frequency ws as shown in Equation A.24.

(A.29)

The angle response at constant sample torque ampli-
tude (Equation A.28) and the first derivative (Equation
A.30) show monotonic decreasing behavior with angu-
lar frequency which also can be seen in Figure 2. Hence
pre-setting MS0 avoids large angle amplitudes, the sam-
ple is possibly kept in its linear viscoelastic range.

        (A.30)

                                                                      (A.31)

One can calculate a resonance reduction r0 and a half-
power bandwidth Dw for M0(w2) which in the case of
small damping lies near the values calculated in Equa-
tions A.18 and A.20. If in a frequency sweep with con-
stant applied torque amplitude a resonance occurs the
angle responses pass a maximum which can deform
the sample outside the linear viscoelastic region. If in a
frequency sweep at constant sample torque amplitude
a resonance occurs the angle responses are monotonic
decreasing with increasing frequency. The applied
torque amplitudes then pass a minimum. The occur-
rence of an angle maximum can be avoided by pre-set-
ting a constant sample torque amplitude.
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A.4.2 Resonance at constant angle amplitude: CSD or
DSO mode
To simulate CSD or DSO respective TruStrain mode with
constant pre-set f0,preset the applied torque amplitude
M0, the angle response f0, and the sample torque
amplitudes MS0 are divided by the frequency depen-
dent angle amplitude function f0(w2) and multiplied
with the constant pre-set amplitude f0,preset. Equation
A.32 summarizes all conversions. Equation A.33 pre-
sents the converted function for the applied torque
amplitudes and Equation A.34 for the corresponding
sample torque amplitudes.

            (A.32)

                        (A.33)

               (A.34)

The applied exciting torque amplitudes become fre-
quency dependent. The constant M0 was divided by the
function f0(w2) which has a maximum behavior at wr.
That must produce a minimum behavior in the corre-
sponding applied torque at wr as calculated in Equa-
tions A.35 and A.36 and shown in Figure 3.

                 (A.35)

                                         (A.36)

The sample torque amplitudes at constant pre-set
angle amplitude (Equation A.34) and the first derivative
(Equation A.37) show monotonic behavior with angular
frequency.

                                    (A.37)

The resonance reduction r0 and a half-power band-
width Dw for M0(w2) can again be calculated according
to  Equations A.18 and A.20. If in a frequency sweep at
constant angle amplitude a resonance occurs then the
applied torque amplitudes pass a minimum. The occur-
rence of an angle maximum is already avoided by pre-
setting a constant angle amplitude.
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